
1) Mr. Jose was today.

.  (angry)He drove away

8) The team played . Their !rst goal was .  (wonderful)

3) The boys waited for their turn. They were                                             .

(patient)

2) The applicant spoke .

smile too.  (polite)She had a very

6) Natalie is about fashion. She

shops for new clothes.  (enthusiastic)

7) Frederick is . He thinks .  (intelligent)

Example: Abraham Lincoln was a very honest man ( honest). He would speak and write honestly at all times. 

4) Alen’s nature impressed everyone. He spoke very

to the participants.  (gentle)

5) All of us are waiting for the bride. We are

to see her.  (eager)

Example: easy easilyIt was an math problem. Hannah solved it .  (easy)

Complete one of the two sentences with the adjective given. Form the adverb

and use it to complete the other sentence.
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1) Mr. Jose was today.angry

angrily .  (angry)He drove away

8) The team played . Their !rst goal waswonderfully wonderful .  (wonderful)

3) The boys waited for their turn. They were                                             .patiently patient

(patient)

2) The applicant spoke .politely

polite smile too.  (polite)She had a very

6) Natalie is about fashion. Sheenthusiastic enthusiastically

shops for new clothes.  (enthusiastic)

7) Frederick is . He thinksintelligent intelligently .  (intelligent)

Example: Abraham Lincoln was a very honest man ( honest). He would speak and write honestly at all times. 

4) Alen’s nature impressed everyone. He spoke very

gently

gentle

to the participants.  (gentle)

5) All of us are waiting for the bride. We areeagerly eager

to see her.  (eager)

Example: easy easilyIt was an math problem. Hannah solved it .  (easy)

Complete one of the two sentences with the adjective given. Form the adverb

and use it to complete the other sentence.
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